
The world’s first stylish urban cart is founded by
community leader Gina Dillon

The Cruzi Company, a homegrown Abu Dhabi brand, is set to launch early March 2023.
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Abu Dhabi, 9 February 2023- UAE residents wanting to live a more active urban lifestyle
can soon purchase a Cruzi; the world’s first stylish urban cart. Designed by community
leader Gina Dillon, Cruzi is a brand grown out of a passion for helping people,
environmental sustainability and better health.

Gina Dillon has dedicated the last 12 years in the UAE to making the Abu Dhabi community
better. Her philanthropic journey started with the popular humor blog The Abu Dhabi PTA which
spun everyday life into funny stories while educating the outside world about the UAE.

In 2012, she started an initiative to support domestic staff and educate the public on the UAE
laws protecting domestic workers called UAE Helpers (formerly UAE Housemaids). The group
grew into Abu Dhabi’s largest support network for helpers and sponsors while being a major
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catalyst for change resulting in the fair treatment and pay of domestic staff. A year later, Gina
started FreeMe Abu Dhabi (formerly Freecycle) when a popular charity shop closed. Today,
FreeMe Abu Dhabi with almost 90k members is Abu Dhabi’s most active and supportive
community network, providing unwanted goods to those in need, while educating the public on
the three R’s of environmentalism. During the early days of Covid-19, FreeMe was Abu Dhabi’s
primary gateway for those in desperate need of food. Community heroes stepped up using the
FreeMe network to get much needed food packages to hungry families.

As Gina started to develop Cruzi in 2018, Gina realized there was a community need for women
entrepreneurs. Hence the group Women Entrepreneurs Abu Dhabi (WEADS) was born.
WEADS is a free community group which provides education, support and a social network for
women and is now Abu Dhabi’s largest and most engaged network of over 3,000 women.
Today, Gina is working tirelessly on her passion project, Cruzi, the world’s first stylish urban cart.
Conceived from the old granny trolley, it has been redesigned into an efficient, hip, attractive
cart which will appeal to anyone who is tired of carrying heavy bags. Cruzi’s mission is to have
an environmental impact by reducing plastic, healthier by encouraging walking, and more
efficient and easier for those in walking communities. Cruzi has a limited launch in the UAE
mid-February and next steps are an aggressive global campaign.

Pre-orders launching on 20th February on www.gocruzi.com with delivery across the UAE.
#GoCruzi #CruziUAE #Cruzin

Social Media:
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/gocruzi
Instagram https://instagram.com/gocruzi
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